
Funk� Chow Kitche� Men�
2090 Wyandotte St E, Windsor, Canada

+12262219552 - https://www.funkychowkitchen.com/

A complete menu of Funky Chow Kitchen from Windsor covering all 9 menus and drinks can be found here on
the card. For changing offers, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on the website.

What User likes about Funky Chow Kitchen:
First time here. Can't stop thinking about the Lobster Bao. OMG ordered 3 more to take home.Service is

amazing, Mariah was an amazing server. Food is fresh and delicious as well as presented beautifully. Portions
are good for the dishes you order and really most plates are made to share which is how it is served to the
table.The atmosphere is nice and relaxed, of course with an Asian vibe.Thoroughly enjoyed it and wi... read

more. What User doesn't like about Funky Chow Kitchen:
The restaurant was incredibly uncomfortable as it was very hot and smoky inside, to the point I almost needed to
step outside. Everyone at our table felt their eyes burning and stinging due to the smoke in the air throughout our

whole duration dining. I assume they need to figure out the ventilation in their kitchen. The service was also
rather pressured and unfriendly and the quality of food has declined since they’... read more. Funky Chow

Kitchen The groundbreaking Asian fusion cuisine will thrill you, the exquisite mix of traditional dishes and exciting
new creations will amaze!, and it's made with lots of fresh vegetables, fish and meat, healthy Japanese dishes

cooked. In addition, there are tasty American meals, such as burgers and grilled meat, Furthermore, the drinks
menu in this restaurant is impressive and offers a good and extensive diversity of beers from the area and from

worldwide, which are definitely worth a try.
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Mai� course�
SUSHI

Sala�
CAESAR SALAD

Spirit�
MARTINI

Drink�
DRINKS

P�z�
PIZZA HAWAII

FUSION

Restauran� Categor�
COCKTAIL

VEGETARIAN

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
NOODLES

OYSTERS

LOBSTER

Ingredient� Use�
RICE

BRUSSELS SPROUTS

TUNA

BEEF

KIMCHI
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Opening Hours:
Monday 05:00 -22:00
Tuesday 05:00 -22:00
Wednesday 05:00 -22:00
Thursday 05:00 -22:00
Friday 05:00 -23:00
Saturday 11:00 -23:00
Sunday 11:00 -21:00
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